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PROLOGUE
“TOMMY…? TOMMEEE…?”

The words floated ghoulishly on the bitter, raw night air, 
accosting Corporal Thomas Stone of the 4th Royal Tank Regiment 
and freezing him in his well-ordered tracks; his immaculately 
polished right boot hovering inches from the ground and his 
long-standing loathing of sentry duty rising familiarly in his gut.

It was the primary responsibility of Corporal Stone and the 
Armoured Regiments incumbent in The British Army of the 
Rhine, to deter incursion from Eastern forces, demonstrating an 
ability to deploy to forward positions with a high level of battle 
worthiness twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. Theirs 
would be a symbolic sacrifice of course, the Men knew as much. 
However brave, however well trained they may be – and were – 
it was common knowledge that the efforts of BAOR and their 
Western Allies would be wholly insufficient to quell a Russian 
invasion for any more than seventy-two hours. But they would be 
the most hellish seventy-two hours of the invaders’ lives, Corporal 
Stone and his comrades in arms would make sure of that. He and 
the lads in 4RTR and throughout the Army had not been dragged 
up through the blood, toil, tears and sweat of a World War, only 
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to back down when the call came. Corporal Stone was ready to do 
his duty and, if necessary, to die in the course of it. He was ready 
to do his best.

But heroic futility was not in the Corporal’s immediate plans 
tonight. Tonight, his desire had been solely to complete his patrol 
with as little incident as possible, down a couple of beers with 
the boys and then throw himself on the sparse provision of the 
barracks at Fallingbostel; there to gnaw the cold from his fingers 
and plunge himself into dusty dreams of the squalid streets and 
dilapidated buildings of his childhood. The rubble and remains 
of neighbour’s houses in the forgotten corner of Manchester 
derided by many as The Italian Quarter, had so often provided 
his playground and he longed only to play in them once more 
until the inescapable claw of reveille reached into his slumber 
and pulled him back to his post. But before he could retreat to his 
dreams, there was the matter of the words which so chilled him, 
and whichever ghoul had spoken them.

They were not aimed at him of course, not specifically at least, 
rather they carried the melancholy of a caller fully aware of the 
British patrols between themselves and escape, and the haunted 
intensity of one determined to complete their journey. Patrols of 
the inner border between West Berlin and the forsaken East were 
common, and for more years than most could remember, some said 
as far back as the Peninsular Wars, the World knew every British 
soldier as Tommy Atkins. Corporal Stone knew this too, Corporal 
Stone was no fool, but this warmed him with little comfort when 
the Berlin night was at its blackest and the ghostly voices called his 
name. It was not only the words, but the spectral manner in which 
they reached him that unsettled the Corporal, whistling chillingly 
in his ears, just as the German bombs had done those nights he 
had stood vigil with his Mother, years before, wondering on the 

fate of his older brothers long since gone off to war. The sound was 
at once universal and particular, as though insistent that he feel 
some exclusive dread in the midst of its throes.

Rejecting the entrapment of memory, Corporal Stone called 
upon his military rationalism to dispense as best he could the 
threat of the supernatural. Crunching his wavering boot to the 
ground, he spun to face the direction of the words in one fluid 
movement. Swiftly, sublimely, he ran his numb hand up the sleeve 
of his dull green Great Coat until it met the varnished wooden 
barrel of the grimly reassuring A1L1 Self Loading Rifle hanging 
on his shoulder, sliding it down into readiness and opening his 
mouth to recite the time honoured cry of the sentry.

“Halt!” Corporal Stone barked, “Who g…” 
His throat obstinately refused to release the words, mirroring 

instead his eye’s surprise at the figure before him. Corporal Stone 
had sentried in Germany many times and was well used to the 
sight of people struggling to break free from the crumbling grey 
oppression of the east, and the desperation that so often fuelled 
them. Many had come on many previous nights, wretched, filthy, 
clothes and flesh torn by the jagged defiance of wire fences run 
through and crawled under in terror; the completion of their fear 
driven quests depending on escape through the British Tommies 
walking the line. Some offered chocolate, horded for the journey, 
some offered jewellery handed down through generations. Some 
offered themselves.

The Corporal’s instructions were clear: to deter entry. Corporal 
Stone had balked when on his first patrol he had been handed 
the battered, worn axe handle and realised the implication of 
its purpose; his disgust palpably contributing to his hatred of 
sentry duty. The West was recovering slowly from the ravages 
of war, so the political mantra went, it couldn’t accommodate 
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everyone. Besides, how could they be sure which of the escapees 
were genuine and which harboured more nefarious intentions? 
Corporal Stone understood the argument, in his weaker moments 
he almost sympathised with it, but those who stood in The House 
and made it had seldom personally sentried the Divide and 
looked those people in the eye. Corporal Stone had, and he and 
his comrades had lost count of the occasions they had stooped 
to re-tie bootlaces, or suffered momentary loss of sight when the 
calls drifted over the fractured concrete and barbed wire, across 
the divide towards them.

Corporal Stone gathered himself and drank in the silhouette 
standing ossified to the spot a few yards ahead. A figure more than 
a boy, but not quite a man stared back at the Corporal, almost as 
tall as he was painfully thin, the piercing white of his eyes and 
paleness of his flesh accentuated in the moonlight. It was those 
eyes which unsettled the soldier, they were pained and tired, too 
much so for one so young, as though something irrevocable was 
absent from the soul behind them. They bore through Corporal 
Stone, without malice or ferocity, but with an undeniable presence. 
His young face was gaunt and unsmiling, though not displaying 
a preoccupation with its own unhappiness, and his posture 
was devoid of the signs of desperate panic so typical in people 
scrambling towards the Lines.

“I am your friend, Tommy, though I have no password to give,” 
the young voice was as emotionless as the face it came from, 
making its case simply and accordant with fact, “and I have no 
bribe to offer you. Will you let me through, Tommy?”

“You can’t come through lad,” Corporal Stone responded, still 
frozen into position and his voice not altogether as strong as he 
would have liked, “run along home now, your parents will be 
worried.”

“My parents are dead.”
“I’m sorry,” Corporal Stone answered in sincerity.
“They died years ago, in the War. It was a long way from here.
“So who looks after you?”
“Those people..,” the young figure answered, the slightest hint 

of hesitation in his voice, “they are dead as well now.”
“Bloody hell,” Corporal Stone cursed. The War had made losers 

of everyone, right the way across the continent and though it had 
finally ended some six years hence, the soldier could never quite 
get used to the totality of the misery it had caused. Nor, he hoped, 
would he ever.

“I really am sorry lad,” he insisted, “but you won’t find anything 
to make up for that this side of the fence. Whatever problems 
you’re running from, you’ll just find more here; the grass isn’t 
always greener.”

“They are coming for me.”
“Who?”
“The Men.”
“Why?”
No answer came. The figure simply remained standing, 

ghoulishly noiseless, his hands in his pockets, only the thin wire 
fence between them.

“I need to pass through, Tommy,” the quiet voice eventually 
murmured.

“Why do you want to come here?”
“I am looking.”
“For what?”
“Answers.”
“There are no answers here, lad. There’s a shed load of questions 

alright, but none too many answers.”
Distant laughter behind him alerted Corporal Stone to his 
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impending relief and a momentary surge of alarm channelled 
through him. The boy still stood silent, ghostly; the intensity in 
his eyes a constant. He wasn’t much younger than Corporal Stone’s 
brothers had been years earlier, when they had left to fight the 
damn war with cheery promises of swift victory and imminent 
return, their faces full of an optimism they didn’t truly feel. There 
was no such optimism in this boy’s face.

“Will you let me through, Tommy?”
For an agonising and seemingly eternal instant, the Corporal 

stood, staring down the barrel of his rifle at this strange, 
emotionless boy whose future depended on the outcome to the 
conundrum playing out in the soldier’s mind. And he wondered 
as he stared, if the German soldier had peered in equal hesitation 
on the day he took his brother from him, and pondered for the 
thousandth time whether he had in turn found himself at the end 
of an Allied rifle, or whether he had lived to cry regret into his 
glass in some post-War Bavarian beer house, for having allowed 
himself to be bullied by another’s misguided sense of ‘Duty’ into 
acting against what his conscience told him was right.

He could only guess at the moral introspection of the wartime 
killers of yesteryear, but his own conscience was speaking to him 
now, loudly and clearly, and he knew very well which choice he 
believed to be right. With his heart full of family, Corporal Stone 
shouldered his rifle and turned away from the boy, swiftly and 
deliberately continuing his sentry along his side of the crumbling, 
grey concrete desert he was sworn to protect. 

“Double Time, lad,” he said, almost under his breath, “God bless.”
The sound of quick, ferocious scrambling echoed in Corporal 

Stone’s ears, followed by fast footsteps quickly fading into the 
black night behind him. He hadn’t made much further progress 
on his path before a bellowing voice reached him from behind.

“Corporal Stone!”
“Sergeant Major!”
Corporal Stone threw himself to attention, a sinking dread 

taking hold of his stomach. The Badge, his Sergeant Major, had 
seen the whole exchange. Sure enough, the RSM, a barrel-chested 
giant of a man and a seasoned Warrant Officer who had stormed 
the beaches at Normandy, was striding imperiously towards the 
young soldier with purpose, his clipped moustache bristling 
above his fixed jaw. Rumours circulated among the Men that the 
mere sight of him charging forward, bayonet fixed and battle cry 
bellowing had once been enough to convince a trio of German 
Paratroopers to surrender. Others scoffed at the suggestion and 
insisted the intimidation had been down to the ferocity of the 
profanities he screamed, and that it had been five men with the good 
sense to lay down arms. To cross this man was not to be advised 
and Corporal Stone began to inwardly prepare himself for the 
two weeks of jankers he could expect as a minimum punishment 
for his dereliction. To his surprise though, no vociferous volley 
was launched by the Sergeant Major when he drew alongside his 
subordinate, instead, Corporal Stone was greeted with a stern but 
fatherly stare from the older man.

“What was that, lad?”
“What was what, Sergeant Major?”
I could have sworn I saw something coming through the fence 

and scurrying off just then.”
Corporal Stone adopted an expression of supreme ignorance 

and shook his head, his eyes wide.
“Dunno Sergeant Major, must have been a fox or something, 

maybe?”
“A fox, eh?”
“Yes, Sergeant Major.”
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For all his fearsome reputation, the Men knew their Warrant 
Officer to be an honourable man who had their backs, and by not 
having subjected him to an immediate dressing down, Corporal 
Stone knew he would escape the worst.

“When you finish here,” the veteran soldier said, “collect my 
boots from outside the Doss House. I want them cleaned, shined 
and spic and span before reveille tomorrow, or I’ll run a pole up 
your backside and have C Squadron use you as a flag. Plenty of 
Bull, understand?”

“Yes, Sergeant Major.”
“Carry on, Corporal.”
Corporal Stone turned on his heel and continued his patrol 

as his superior’s boot steps receded back into the night. He had 
gotten away lightly he knew that, even if his bed would have to 
wait a little longer for him. He allowed a little pride to creep into 
his step; he was there to do his best and he’d done it, even if he 
had earned a mild punishment for his troubles. Someone had 
needed help and he’d given it, and maybe someone would have the 
chance of a better life because of it. He smiled at the thought of the 
strange youngster who had stood before him minutes earlier and 
wished him better times than those he had clearly experienced so 
far. While the War had stolen so much from so many, Corporal 
Stone always felt worse when the young were involved, and he 
hoped the boy would have a future free of the death, destruction 
and conflict which had robbed his eyes of their wonder. Content, 
he reassured himself that the boy would be fine and that he would 
have plenty of time in his life to reclaim the innocence in his soul 
and be happy; he was, after all, only a Child.
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ONE
“THE GOLDEN ROOM IS CLOSED TODAY, I’m sorry,” the woman behind the 
small, glass divide repeated her refusal for the third time, “you can 
join the regular tour at ten o’clock, but it will be a tight squeeze; 
this is the most visited castle in Czechoslovakia, sir.”

Captain Lincoln Stone shifted his weight from one leg to the 
other, his irritation with both the woman’s obstinacy and his 
own crouched stance at the low ticket office window fermenting 
steadily. Though the circumstances of his trade had well versed 
him in desert temperatures, the dry, burning sun and his own 
frustrations combined to break down his body’s resistance and 
he felt the sweat begin to form atop of his bald head; glistening 
droplets upon his smooth, dark skin. His face betrayed the baggage 
of military experience, but he wore it handsomely nonetheless and 
he was certainly leaner and fitter than most men in their mid-
Fifties. A light, white cotton shirt hung open necked on his torso, 
above immaculate blue jeans and black shoes which glistened in 
the teasing sun. A light black jacket completed the ensemble, the 
finishing touch to a dashing, if imposing figure.

“Believe me, ‘madam’,” Stone replied, countering her ‘sir’ with a 
barely supressed venom, “Castles bore me, and I harbour no desire 
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to tour one with a group of people more intrigued by my skin tone 
than the resilience of millennia old architecture. I’ve travelled a 
long way to get to this ‘Golden Room’, and whether you let me 
in willingly, or I kick down every door I see until I find it, that’s 
where I’m going. Now if you can’t help me with that, then please 
go and find someone who can.”

The woman squirmed and vacated her seat, quickly scurrying 
through an inner door while Stone sought to reign in his seething. 
He instantly regretted his shortness with her, blaming everything 
from the heat to the circumstances for his display; and in truth, 
they were unusual circumstances, at least for him, and he moved 
to stand in the shade of the Castle gates while he reflected on them.

The envelope had dropped just days after the Hearing, along 
with the latest freebie rag, a couple of bills and the dying dregs 
of the hate mail the proceedings had briefly stirred up. A part of 
Stone suspected the mystery letter may too have formed part of the 
bile fuelled barrage, but instead he found inside a boarding pass 
from Liverpool to Bratislava for the following week in his name, 
connecting train tickets from the airport to the town of Prievidza, 
a ticket granting now disputed entry to Bojnice Castle’s ‘Golden 
Room’ and a letter bearing the words ‘Please attend promptly’ 
above a flurry of official looking signatures. Only the grandest of 
these monikers persuaded him to comply.

 “Captain Stone?”
Stone spun around to the voice’s owner and accepted the hand 

of the woman before him. Young, probably mid-twenties Stone 
estimated, her long brown hair was pulled back into a severe pony 
tail which complimented the wholly professional look her white 
shirt and black suit afforded her. Her grip was strong, her tone 
commanding, with a military inflection. Stone immediately felt 
his frustrations retreat.

“It’s a pleasure sir,” the young woman continued, “This way if 
you please?”

Stone acquiesced and followed her through the courtyard, 
pleased at last for the return of a military rigidity to his situation.

“You’re English?” He asked her, she nodding in response 
without breaking stride.

“Actually, Sir, I prefer to say British, while I still can anyway. My 
Mother is from East Kilbride and my Father from Bristol.”

“Well that’d do it,” Stone conceded, “at least until the next 
referendum muddies the water again.”

They stopped at a large but inconspicuous wooden door, built 
into the solid stone wall of the castle and the young woman moved 
to knock, the Captain stopping her as she did so.

“He’s in here is he?”
“Yes, sir.”
“Who with?”
“Alone. You have been briefed haven’t you sir?”
“I have not.”
She frowned at the failure.
“Apologies sir, an oversight I’m sure. If you’d wait here a 

moment, I’ll make sure he’s ready for you.”
“Thank you, erm….?”
“Moore, sir. Flight Lieutenant Charlotte Moore, 33 Squadron”
“You’re a long way from RAF Benson.”
“Special secondment, sir,” she replied, “I looked after him 

during his last trip to Syria and he requested I be assigned to his 
personal detail.”

“There seems to be a lot of that going on at the moment,” he 
chuckled, somewhat cynically. “Thank you Flight Lieutenant 
Moore.” Stone offered her a warm smile, his temperament at least 
partially restored by the familiarity of an efficient military persona. 
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She nodded a reciprocal smile, knocked on the door and went in, 
emerging a moment later to swing the heavy oak door fully open.

“The Foreign Secretary will see you now sir,” she said, gesturing 
for the Captain to pass her 

and enter the room, before stepping out and closing it behind 
him. 

On the other side, Stone found himself in surroundings which 
at once epitomised and undersold the description ‘Golden Room’. 
Large, spacious, the room was carpeted with a thick red and 
black patterned shag, upon which stood all manner of grandly 
aurelian furniture, proudly beaconing its own ornateness to the 
newcomer. The walls, where not adorning ancient portraits and 
lovingly preserved Coats of Arms, carried instead gilded patterns 
which intricately knitted brightly together the full height of the 
room and across the wooden ceiling. At the far end of this shining 
treasure cave sat a man, contrasted from his surroundings by 
the forebodingly dark suit which he wore tieless as he scribbled 
notes at the resplendent desk, his head down revealing the tell-tale 
signs of a hairline beginning to thin. Stone recognised the man 
instantly, from TV reports, newspapers and from meticulously 
stage managed war zone briefings to the troops: The Rt. Hon. 
Jonathan Greyson MP, Her Majesty’s Foreign Secretary.

“What do you know of Oscar Myska, Captain?” 
The heavy door swinging closed behind Stone had triggered 

the question, the politician’s eyes remaining on his papers, his 
scribbling uninterrupted.

Stone frowned, sensing a return of his frustrations. While he 
had been unsure of the reasons behind his summoning, this was 
not the reception he had expected and he was loathe to remain in 
the dark playing twenty questions to a politician’s rules.

“Only what I read online, Sir.”

He spat the last word, in the time-honoured manner of a soldier 
wishing to apprise a superior of his contempt, hoping for a quick 
end to the charade.

“Not a fan of the papers eh?”
“You could say that after recent events. Neither am I a fan of 

having my time wasted. Sir.”
The last response had the desired effect, Greyson lifting up 

his head and offering Stone a small smile. Stone stood some feet 
away from the desk, taking in the man before him as he would 
an enemy in the field, and he quickly determining that this was 
no fellow warrior before him. The face was thin, carrying more 
lines than a man of Greyson’s age may hope for, particularly across 
the forehead which furrowed with an obvious stress, betraying the 
attempted smile at the corners of his mouth.

“And nor should you be,” the politician eventually conceded. 
Greyson gathered his papers into a shining leather briefcase and 
stood and walked out to face Stone, leaning on the desk in front 
of him.

“You’re here Captain, because I need your help.”
“My help, sir?”
“Your help.”
“The help of a shamed man? Of a disgrace to the uniform, sir?”
The rich velvet of Stone’s voice in no way diminished the bitter 

cynicism of the words he flung at Greyson, words which had been 
aimed at Stone by the Committee, days earlier. The Captain noted 
the embarrassed twinge on Greyson’s face and enjoyed it, twisting 
the knife to see more.

“I’m at a loss to see how a fallen hero such as I could help you 
sir.”

Captain Stone looked into Greyson’s eyes and yearned to hate 
him, to see in them the reflections of the ignorantly self-righteous 
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members of The Commons Defence Committee, who had hauled 
him over the coals days earlier, but he could not.

Then, Stone had sat resplendent in his dress uniform, his 
unparalleled collection of decorations capped by the dull crimson 
and bronze of the Victoria Cross earned through blood at Port 
Stanley, while his interrogators sought to eviscerate him. With a 
steady, unbreakable stare he had gauged them, not a single one 
escaping his disdain and each contemptible in their own way. 
Expensively attired Tory faux patriots, who would wrap themselves 
in the Union Flag before voting to slash the Forces sat alongside 
Trotskyite Revolutionaries who hid their convictions and their 
hatred of the military behind tasteful suits and MP’s salaries. Each 
of them professed to know what was best for the defence of the 
country; none had ever served her at the front. Calmly, Stone had 
listened to their loaded questions, respectfully he had answered 
them, stoically he had refused to concede to their pointed twisting 
of his words as the journalists scribbled and the hot cameras 
whirred around him, as loud and as bright, it had seemed at that 
moment, as any battlefield explosion in his career.

Did the Captain accept that he had wilfully disobeyed orders? 
Yes. Did he accept that his actions resulted in the tragedy? No. 
Would the Captain agree that his actions could be construed 
as cowardice? Emphatically not and were these the days of 
Wellington, such a question would result in the offer of a duel.

The barely concealed panic on the squirming MP’s face as 
the comment was hastily withdrawn had briefly cheered Stone, 
thought it didn’t halt the avalanche of arrogant condescension 
streaming from the Committee’s lips. Try though he might, Stone 
saw none of the same arrogance in Greyson’s eyes, only the strain 
of a man buckling under the weight of a thousand unspoken 
pressures.

“Oh come on man!” The exasperation in Greyson’s voice was 
obvious and indicative of the stresses his face suggested he was 
under, “You can’t have expected there not to have been an enquiry? 
London ground to a halt! The Markets, hardly at their most stable 
since Brexit, tumbled, share prices dropped, for God’s sake, they 
were lying the dead out on pavements!”

Greyson covered his mouth as though offended by his own 
display of temper, and Stone grimaced in mute acceptance of the 
implied apology the politician waved at him.

“I expected an enquiry, sir, I expected hard questions. I did not 
expect to be scapegoated by my own country.”

A cold silence, heavy with unspoken mutual accusation burned 
between them for a moment, neither man wishing it to break 
before emotions were better restrained.

Finally, quietly, with an air of tiredness in his voice, Greyson 
moved to speak.

“Well, successfully completing the job I have for you might go 
some way to compensating you for your trouble.

“I am not interested in compensation…” Stone began what he 
imagined was his predictable response, before an irritated Greyson 
cut him off.

“Exoneration,” he snapped, “Full, complete. Re-instatement to 
active service with a promotion to Major, no more than you deserve 
with your history. God knows you’ve been a Captain long enough.”

Stone’s silence this time came from his shock at Greyson’s words, 
rather than anger at the establishment he represented. He hadn’t 
expected this, not after the bile flung at him by Committee, and 
he struggled for a moment to assimilate it. Promotion he could do 
without, but exoneration, the return of his honour was a priceless 
temptation; his son, his precious boy so opposed to the cruelties of 
modern war, could be proud of him again.
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“I’ve no wish for a Majority,” Stone finally said, honestly, “With 
all due respect I’d prefer to return to my Squadron.”

“Out of the question,” Greyson shook his head, “We can’t have 
you running in and out of combat zones after what happened…”

“The men and women in that Squadron rely on me sir. Frankly 
after the way the committee went for me, I don’t trust anyone 
else to take care of them in the aftermath. Important though 
exoneration is to me, if it were to come at the expense of those 
under my command then...”

“One month,” Greyson interrupted, snapping, “one month with 
your Squadron, away from combat, then you accept promotion 
and take an administrative position at Sandhurst. Final offer.”

Stone stared hard into Greyson’s eyes, sure that this really was 
the final offer, but not wanting the politician’s nerves to settle with 
an immediate acquiescence.

“So,” the Captain eventually replied, “Oscar Myska.”
The half-smile on Greyson’s lips stretched fuller for a brief 

moment, before giving way to rigid professionalism as Stone 
continued.

“Half British, half Czech and a man with the dubious honour of 
being known as ‘the respectable face of the extreme Right’ across 
Europe. No criminal record, no history of violence and he’s never 
been tainted by association with the skinheads or

Neo Nazis, but he nonetheless professes a similarly unpleasant 
message.”

“Quite.” Greyson picked up the tale, arms folded, “Certain of his 
entourage have even been known to claim his direct, if illegitimate, 
lineage from Oswald Mosley, would you believe?”

“Is that true?”
“Anything’s possible but it would be hard to prove. It certainly 

lends more credence to his ‘One European Nation’ platform though.”

“One European Nation?”
Greyson turned to the crystal decanter on the desk, pouring 

generous measures from it into two glasses and handing one to 
Stone, who stepped forward to accept it.

“After the Second World War,” Greyson began, “Europe’s 
remnant fascist groups struggled to adapt to the continent’s 
somewhat understandable rejection of their ideology. Many 
simply died a death or devolved into the insignificant groups of 
thugs you see today, beating up immigrants and painting swastikas 
on gravestones. Some though, Mosley being one, tried rebranding 
themselves under the principle of a Europe as one unified nation.”

“And how successful was that?”
“Not very. Aside from the fact that none of the composite 

groups ever fully agreed with each other, once it became clear that 
their new vision was for an Aryan Europe with mass deportation 
of blacks and Jews; the novelty quickly wore off.”

Stone knocked back his drink and placed the glass on the desk.
“I hadn’t noticed any of that on Myska’s website.”
“No,” Greyson agreed, “but he’s clever, and he’s played the 

migrant crisis like a dream. For the most Part he’s resisted attacking 
refugees themselves, he says it’s all Europe and the World’s fault for 
putting people into a position where they’re forced to seek refuge 
within ‘incompatible cultures’. His party have even set up charities 
in Libya and Syria among other places, ostensibly to help people 
stay and rebuild in their own countries, but in reality setting the 
scene for wholescale repatriation.”

“How very noble,” Stone replied.
“Quite. The effect being of course that he can distance himself 

from the more extreme vitriol out there and present himself as a 
kind of perverse humanitarian, while being sure that people know 
he hates any idea of diversification and that his core supporters 
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will be busy putting his real message about in slightly less eloquent 
tones.”

Stone grimaced, he knew the type well; the sneering face of 
middle class respectability who could spread hatred and fear so 
much more thoroughly with words than the average thug could 
with fists. It was the words of the so called ‘mainstream’ rather 
than the boots of criminals which kept this evil alive. Beautifully 
vocalised warnings of ‘unknown hordes’ and ‘rivers of blood’ 
created more panic than a dog turd through a letterbox ever 
could, because the educated, professional voices legitimised 
the fear, made it allowable, desirable, to mimic the intellectually 
determined cruelty. The first time the words were used against 
him in the playground, Stone had understood this, and since that 
day he had heard them used by embittered ideologues, backbench 
opportunists and boorish clowns in pin suits. The only difference 
was the people they were aimed at.

“He sounds an unparalleled delight,” Stone replied, “But with 
respect sir, why is this Britain’s concern?

The Article 50 process is under way, we’re disengaging from 
Europe, why are we unduly Interested in the activities of a Czech 
MEP, however unpleasant he sounds?”

Greyson smiled his strained smile as though once more 
expecting Stone’s objection.

“Because as far as British interests go Captain,” he began, “the 
EU represents our very own Hotel California – we can check out 
any time we like, but we can never leave, not completely anyway. 
Our interests are inexorably intertwined with theirs, even if the 
more hard line of the government get their way.”

“But surely Brexit…?”
“Brexit was our punishment.” Greyson snapped in obvious 

irritation at the truth of the revelation.

“Three years ago, certain members of the government aided 
the Czechoslovak reunification campaign and helped prevent an 
assassination attempt on Miroslava Svobodova. As a result, you

and I currently stand in a reunified country with Ms Svobodova 
at its Head. The Institute for European Harmony, the body 
responsible for the security of the Union, didn’t take too kindly 
to our interference, hence the Prime Minister being forced into 
offering a referendum he would lose, compelling him to resign, 
banishing Britain from Membership and forcing us to deal with 
the economic and social fall out of the last couple of years.”

As Greyson’s matter of fact delivery sunk in, Stone felt the 
familiar rise of his contempt for the political class. He was a 
soldier, an honourable man or at least he liked to think so, he 
faced his enemies head on, on the battlefield, where loyalty to 
one’s comrades mattered and survival was far from assured. It was 
everything that politics wasn’t. Backroom deals, dodgy dossiers, 
corrupted elections and now assassinations? The Captain reigned 
in his anger to properly process Greyson’s words.

“The Institute for European Harmony? Never heard of it?”
“Not many have. Ostensibly it’s a Think Tank, but you’d be 

better to think of it as sort of combined European FBI and CIA,” 
Greyson agreed, smiling gently, “Far less official but every bit as 
far reaching. It’s their job to keep Europe on track.”

“So why would they throw Britain out, surely losing a member 
state weaken their overall position?”

“You’d think so, but like I said it’s our punishment. We get 
economic turmoil and are still dependent on Europe, only know we 
have none of the power and no right to veto anything; the project 
can move on unhindered. But, we think they’ve miscalculated.”

“How so?”
“Race.” Greyson offered the word simply and quietly. “If Brexit 
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has been successful at anything it’s in galvanising the extreme 
Right both at home and across Europe, hence our interest in 
Myska. With the migrant crisis on-going and this latest bout of 
terrorist attacks across the continent, not least the attack last year 
in Prague, his sudden rise to prominence really couldn’t have 
come at a worse time.

We’re worried that The Institute might try and use the instability 
to unseat Svobodova, or otherwise do away with her, and replace 
her with someone less favourable to Britain, God knows we need 
all the friends we can get these days. I need you to go to Prague, 
get a feel of the atmosphere, see if you can link Myska to any of 
the violence and unrest. If we can do that, we can discredit him 
and cut off the march of the extreme Right before it gathers any 
more momentum, and if we keep Svobodova in power we’ll have 
an influential ally while we work out what the hell out Brexit 
economy is going to look like.”

“That’s it? Just go to Prague and see what I can find out?”
“For now. Think of it as reconnaissance work.”
“With respect sir, I’m a soldier, I reconnoitre battlefields. 

Skulking around in dark street corners sounds more like a job for 
MI6.”

“I can’t trust MI6!” Greyson’s irritation was palpable. “The 
Institute have been operating within government for years and 
frankly MI6 is compromised. The only operative they have who 
I can be sure of is already on the ground but I need more and 
have no-one else I can trust! I can’t second a serving Officer to 
this kind of duty, it would be too suspicious, so that makes you, 
Captain, the ideal candidate for the job. And anyway, you’ll still be 
reconnoitring a battlefield, just one of a different type.”

There was a sincerity, almost a panic in Greyson’s voice which 
overrode Stone’s distaste, almost enough to sway him by itself, but 

the soldier’s thoughts kept returning to his son and the restoration 
of his honour. Greyson was reaching out to him, the veins in his 
thin arm pronounced and strained, the palm open, desperate 
to clasp around Stone’s. Shrugging away the last of his doubt, 
Stone obliged, shaking the politician’s arm with a calculated and 
deliberate strength.

“How long?” he asked.
“It’s in our interests to get this done quickly and quietly, get to 

Prague and I’ll be in touch.”
“When do I leave?”
“Tonight. Flight Lieutenant Moore has your particulars.”
The hand withdrew and the smile vanished, replaced by the deep 

furrows which clung once more to Greyson’s face, and he moved 
to close their meeting, picking up his briefcase and buttoning his 
jacket in swift, well-practiced movements.

“That’s it, no codes, no passwords, no exploding keyrings,” 
he said, “There’s money in your account, enough for expenses 
and to rent an apartment; I’d suggest somewhere central, maybe 
somewhere on Pricna. Just get to Prague, find Myska, learn what 
you can and wait to be contacted by my Man there, he’s a bastard 
to be sure, but he’s good.”

“What about Svobodova?” Stone replied, annoyed at the lack 
of the type of specifics his military life had accustomed him to, “If 
she’s the target why aren’t I protecting her?”

“Leave Mirushka to me,” Greyson commanded, turning on his 
heel and heading towards the elaborately framed inner door, “I 
have someone else taking care of her.”

“Your Man?”
“No,” the politician replied over his shoulder as he disappeared 

into the corridor, the heavy door swinging slowly closed behind 
him, “My Woman.”
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TWO
THE AGING COACH WHEEZED into the grimy, filth strewn parking bay, as 
tortuously exhausted as the passengers it ferried, it’s front wheel 
juddering into a pothole causing the thin, brunette woman in seat 
14b to cross her legs and pray for the resolve of her bladder. As 
the surly driver spent the first of several eternities on his, surely 
superfluous, inching of the ancient transport into place, she 
composed a mental checklist of people and objects connected 
to this journey to curse. The driver was pretty high up, second 
only in fact to the man who had pressured her into making these 
arrangements. Then came the dilapidated vehicle she sat on, which 
had ferried her and a motley collection of apparently unwashed 
young men (who also featured on the list) from Vienna with the 
on-board toilet requested at booking, stubbornly inoperable en 
route. She reserved a special mention for the overweight, middle 
aged Czech man sat beside her, who had spent the last few hours 
snoring contentedly into her ear.

Clambering achingly off the bus and taking a reluctant lungful 
of the sickly warm night air, she stretched the cricks from her 
back and neck before hopping from one foot to the other on the 
pavement as the driver heaved the collection of bags out of the 

storage bay. Collecting her own, she clutched it tightly to herself 
and took in her surroundings, a fresh wave of unease overcoming 
her as she began to understand the veracity of the reputation this 
place enjoyed. Florenc, the central bus and coach station in Prague, 
which enjoyed none of the typical beauty of its host city. Dirty and 
poorly lit, collections of hooded youths sat shrouded in shadows 
on broken wooden benches along its bays, while groups of men 
prowled the concourse, smoking weed and filling fellow travellers 
with a perhaps unwarranted nervousness. She was an educated, 
civilised woman. She didn’t give in to racial profiling or group fear 
mentalities, but nonetheless she found herself suddenly aware of her 
overdressed isolation, standing alone, away from the other travellers 
and attired in an expensive, if somewhat crumpled business jacket 
and skirt. Where was the car due to meet her? Again, she cursed the 
orchestrator of her discomfort and dragged her travel case along the 
cobbles, the wheels tripping and skipping behind her as she ducked 
into the small and frankly unclean toilet ahead.

Almost as soon as she had gone, a shining black limousine 
swept imperiously into the bay, ignoring the beeps of a multitude 
of coaches and impervious to the contemptuous glances of the 
Florenc hordes. A man, shaven headed with a neat, black goatee 
stepped from the vehicle in time to see the woman emerge from 
the toilet and look thankfully in his direction.

“Professor Abelard?” the man asked in accented English.
“Yes?”
“Welcome to Prague.”



“Fucking gypsies.” The beauty of the young girl’s face twisted away 
as she hatefully spat out the words, the instant metamorphosis 
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in her demeanour stunning Stone like a shrill bullet in a silent 
Afghan night.

He had arrived, as Greyson had urged, that very night in Prague, 
at once disturbed that his soul had a price like any other and relieved 
that it at least measured in honour, not silver. The exoneration 
promised by the politician was beyond priceless, offering not only 
the continuation of his hard-earned career, but the restoration of 
his reputation and proof of his blamelessness to the media, to the 
public, and most importantly to Stone, to his son.

The involuntary musings had refused to abate as he reclined 
in the back of his airport pick up, the oppressive frigidity of his 
mood resisting the stifling warmth of the Czech summer night, 
and growing colder still at the sight of the grey, imposing concrete 
housing blocks lining the highway from the airport to the city; 
having stubbornly refused to die with the empire which spawned 
them. Stone had seen such constructs before, often broken, 
desolate; he had crouched in their crumbling and precarious 
shelter as he surveyed the battlefield and directed his squadron 
forward. The graffiti which clung to the upright oblongs outside 
his cab window, offered no greater comfort than had the bullet 
holes in the buildings of the past.

The dullness gave way almost in an instant to a barrage of 
golden lights and illuminated grandeur, as though the City itself 
could sense the knot in the pit of Stone’s stomach at the sight of 
the dull, grey plainness and so reached its fingers out to him, 
charming him with a more obvious and seductive nobility. As they 
entered the city’s earnest embrace, his head was briefly turned 
by the shadowed outline of what looked very much like a tank, 
rooted and unmoving to the pavement of a side road as the cab 
sped past. Though the silhouette brought a brief lift inside him, 
like a schoolkid excited at driving past their favourite footballer, he 

repressed the urge to query its presence and made a mental note to 
return to the scene the next day and confirm his sighting. The car 
had pulled to the side of a busy main road, the imposing, austere 
buildings which lined it seeming at once, it seemed to Stone, to 
beacon immense pride in their own architectural magnificence 
and crushing shame that so many of their number were now home 
only to liquor dens and sex shops.

Pulling his bag from the car, Stone had handed a note to the 
driver and paused before entering the hotel apartment he had 
booked into en-route, choosing instead to try and grab some 
essentials from what looked like a tiny convenience store, wedged 
into the ground floor of the adjacent building.

Brimming over with all kinds of cheap snack, every day 
convenience and tattered selection of tabloid newspapers, Stone had 
barely squeezed through the shop’s door when a small, scruffy child 
pushed hurriedly passed him and ran out into the night, a tin of 
mushrooms quickly flung after him, narrowly missing Stone’s face. 
The thrower immediately scrambled her apologies to Stone from 
behind the counter in fast Czech which went as far over his head as 
the can had near it. The young woman’s stare was a little longer than 
comfortable as Stone stepped into the shop, he hoped not because 
of the shade of his skin, but the way her smile at his beautifully 
intoned English quickly twisted into the hateful condemnation of 
the Romani boy she had aimed at, implied otherwise.

“They get everywhere, little thieves. If it’s not the gypsies it’s 
the fucking Syrians; they never pay for anything. God knows why 
Svobodova keeps letting them in.”

She was a young girl, too young, Stone thought, to be staffing 
such a shop on her own, but old enough to know better than to 
employ the kind of generalisations he was so sick of in his own 
country. Having no wish to debate the matter, Stone quickly 
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scanned the wares available, grabbing a few oddly labelled 
essentials and heading for the till.

Behind the girl lay row after row of spirit filled glass bottles of 
various shapes and sizes, most of dubious appeal, while stacks of 
pornographic magazines lay uncensored on the counter top. He 
gestured politely to one of the large Scotch bottles, whose brand 
he recognised amidst the unknown, and reached into his pocket 
to quickly assess which of the colourful notes that made up the 
unfamiliar currency would cover his bill.

The young woman, smiling again, quickly bagged up his goods 
and pointed to the appropriate note before handing him some 
equally baffling coinage as change.

“Sorry about that boy,” the girl said as he pocketed the money, 
“You English did the right thing, getting out of the EU, taking back 
control of your borders.”

The comment provoked a sigh that Stone struggled to 
internalise. A passionate European, he had long since grown tired 
of such comments, and while far from willing to again have the 
kind of conversations which had seen friendships disintegrate, the 
tug was sometimes too hard to resist.

“I’m not so sure that we did,” he answered, finally giving in to 
the temptation to challenge her ignorance, “in terms of Britain’s 
status in the world it seems to me that we’ve gone from having a 
little of the power to none of it. And personally, I’ve always found 
freedom of movement to be rather convenient.”

“Well, for normal people,” the girl sniffed, “but how are you 
supposed to stop terrorism with thousands of Muslims pouring 
in and out? It’s crazy.”

“There are thousands of car drivers in Europe, we’ve no idea 
which ones will drink and drive and kill someone as a result. Do 
we ban driving just in case? Millions of people across the continent 

enjoy a drink now and then; how do we know which ones will 
have too much and hurt someone?”

She squinted at him, a slight annoyance showing on her face at 
his lack of agreement with her philosophy.

“I still say it’s crazy,” she stubbornly repeated, “anyway Myska 
will sort them out.” 

The name pricked at Stone, focussing him at once on his new 
objective.

“Oskar Myska?” Stone raised his eyebrow, “I’ve heard he’s a bit 
extreme isn’t he?”

“He’s a patriot, he just says what everyone else is thinking.”
“Really?” Stone played dumb, “I thought people in this part of 

the world were behind Svobodova?”
Another sneer.
“It’s one thing to reunite Czechoslovakia, but another to fill it 

with Syrians.”
“It’s hardly full,” Stone countered, calmly, “and they have to go 

somewhere, the poor buggers.”
“They can go somewhere else; either back home or to some 

island somewhere, we’ve no room for them here.”
It was an argument, if you could call it that, Stone had heard 

many times before in his own country and it saddened him to 
hear it repeated here, his tiredness at his peculiar day a poor base 
from which to debate with a closed mind. Picking his bag from 
the counter and inwardly resolving to find himself a different store 
should he be in Prague much longer, he offered a thin smile to the 
frowning girl.

“Hmmm,” Stone muttered, considering her last words, “It’s a 
good job Nicholas Winton had a different idea in 1939.”

With that, he turned on his heel, ignoring her open-mouthed 
expression and stepped out to walk the few paces to his new abode.
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Quickly checking in, he stepped into the sleek glass lift 
which powered smoothly up through the middle of the ageing, 
concrete floors, stepping out at the door of his apartment. The 
bright modernity of its interior contrasted sharply with the 
gothic austerity of the building’s facade, the Captain raising an 
appreciative eyebrow at the spacious comfort on offer.

Throwing his bag on the bed, opening it only to take out the 
simply framed photograph of himself and his son and placing it 
on the nightstand alongside his key, wallet and phone, he quickly 
undressed and stepped into the bathroom, the hot, soothing 
shower going some way to washing the tension from his muscles 
and the whirlwind confusion of the day’s events from his mind. 
Stepping out, he threw a towel around himself and picked up the 
phone from the nightstand, scrolling through it until he reached 
the desired name.

The dial tone droned laboriously on, the interminable vibrations 
continuing until the disembodied voice of his son invited him to 
leave a message.

“Hi son, it’s Dad…” Stone’s voice hung inside him for an age, 
leaving him dripping in silence on the laminated floor. “Listen,” he 
eventually mumbled, “I just wanted to let you know I got here; it’s 
beautiful by the way, you’d love it, and I’ll give you a call soon, ok? 
And I love you, I know, you don’t like me saying that, but I do, I 
really do. And I miss you. Goodnight son.”

Noting the threat of the crack in his voice, Stone shook his head 
a little and hung up the phone, delicately placing it on the pristine 
white cabinet beside his bed. Throwing the towel back over the rail, 
he reached into the bathroom and pulled a large, luxurious dressing 
gown from the door, allowing himself to surrender to the comfort.

Although the apartment’s fridge was well stocked with alcohol, 
Stone resisted the additional expense and pulled the Scotch 

bottle from his plastic bag of assorted necessities and poured a 
large measure into a glass tumbler retrieved from the cupboard. 
Crossing barefoot the laminated floor to the large, grand window, 
he pulled back the thick, velveteen curtains guarding it and twisted 
open the small metal handle to take in the view.

Here, at last, was the Prague he had heard so much about: a 
golden city of spires, towers and bridges, cradled delicately by 
the majestic night, as warm and as beautiful as his encounter in 
the shop had been cold and harsh. Crowning the view were the 
illuminated spires of St Vitus’s Cathedral, at once dominating 
and complimenting the famous castle atop the hill and shining, 
it seemed at that moment, just for Stone. Humouring his own 
superstition, Stone reached out of the window and raised his glass 
to the sight.

“Well, here’s to you Prague,” he said, “Let’s see what we can do 
for each other.”



It was a restless sleep, despite the comfort of the bed, punctuated 
with unpleasant memories and confusing dreams. In the time-
honoured tradition of the Soldier, his body was accustomed 
to taking advantage of whatever sleeping arrangements were 
available, without complaint, and these were certainly generous 
arrangements. That though was as far as the serenity went. Stone 
imagined himself running from something, as hard as he could 
down street after street of ancient cobbles while from windows high 
above, the laughing and pompous members of the Parliamentary 
Committee for Defence jeered and waved, hurling a combination 
of vile projectiles and viler abuse at his fleeing figure. Hard as he 
ran he couldn’t escape them, their contemptuous sneering growing 


